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Vanishing of eletron pair reession at entral impat
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1, **
1
National Shevhenko University of Kyiv, Theoretial Physis Department
Identity of eletrons leads to desription of their states by symmetrial or anti-
symmetrial ombination of free oherent states.
Due to the oordinate unertainty potential energy of the Coulomb repulsing is
limited from above and so when energy of eletrons is large enough, eletrons go
through eah other, without notiing one another.
We show existene of set of oherent states for whih wave pakages reession
vanish - eletrons remain lose regardless of Coulomb repulsion.
1. INTRODUCTION
Taking into onsideration the identity of eletrons we desribe their state by symmetrial
or anti-symmetrial ombination of free oherent states [2, 4, 5, 7℄. These states have a lot
of essentially quantum peularities suh as entanglement [1, 810℄.
Due to the oordinate unertainty potential energy of the oulomb repulsing is limited
from above. That is why two types of lassial interpretation of eletron interation are
possible:
• Classial sattering of an eletron on another one. Eletrons approah a ertain dis-
tane, but due to the Coulomb repulsion they satter in opposite diretions.
• If energy of eletrons is large enough, eletrons go through eah other, without notiing
one another.
Two types of lassi desription of results of an impat take plae for eletrons with parallel
and with anti-parallel spins as well.
In these two ases, due to reession of enters of pakages of waves the entanglement
of the state (both spatial and spin) remains onstant. For the ase of antiparallel mutual
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2orientation of eletron spins there is a ertain range of relative momentum values at whih
reession of the enters of wave pakages vanishes. Instead, spreading of wave pakages takes
plae. The observed harateristi of the state is the quadrupole moment of the eletri field
produed by the pair of harges. In this ase the spatial entanglement of the states vanishes
simultaneously with pakages spreading, in ontrast to spin entanglement. Vanishing of
reession makes evidene of the fat, that eletrons are in the almost idential states long
enough.
Will examine the pair of oherent eletrons in the enter-of-mass system, r1 =
R
2
+ r,
r2 =
R
2
− r, p1 = P2 + p, p2 = P2 − p. The Hamiltonian of this system is:
H =
p21
2m
+
p22
2m
+
e20
|~r1 − ~r2| =
P 2
4m
+
p2
m
+
e20
|~r1 − ~r2| . (1)
Hamiltonian of oherent eletron pair is divided on Hamiltonian of free motion of enter
of mass of eletron pair Hc =
~P 2
4m
and Hamiltonian of relative motion
Hr =
~p2
m
+
e20
|~r| , (2)
whih is similar to the Hamiltonian of eletron in the atom of hydrogen.
2. WAVE FUNCTION OF COHERENT ELECTRON PAIR
Studying the eletromagneti field of oherent eletron, (and also eletromagneti field
of oherent eletron pair), we deal with the problem on effet of oordinate and momentum
unertainties of free partile. Plane wave is not good instrument for desription of the
oherent eletron state, beause a flat wave is haraterized a zero momentum unertainty,
and oordinate unertainty tends to infinity. The same onerns to the funtions, loalized
in spae, that look like: δ(x−x0(t)). That is why we onsider the wave funtion of oherent
eletron as Gaussian superposition of plane waves. Suh kinds of probability distribution
are haraterized by the oordinate and momentum unertainties σx andσp. For the free
partile, momentum unertainty is onstant,σp = const, but oordinate unertainty depends
on time.
32.1. Wave funtion of single oherent eletron
Taking into onsideration the aforesaid, we an write the wave funtion of oherent
eletron:
Ψ(~r, ~r0, ~p0) =
1(√
σ
√
2π(1 + ω2(t− t0)2)
)3 exp

−
(
~r − ~r0 − ~p0m (t− t0)
)2
4σ2(1 + ω2(t− t0)2) + i
~p0~r
~

 , (3)
where σ is oordinate unertainty, r0- an average value of the oordinate, p0- an average value
of the momentum, t0- is a ulmination moment (moment of time, when orrelation between
the oordinate and momentum is absent), m- eletron mass. Taking into onsideration the
unertainty relation, whih takes a minimum value in the moment of ulmination, we an
write down:
σx =
~
2σp
√
1 + ω2 (t− t0)2 (4)
whene σrσp =
~
2
√
1 + ω2 (t− t0)2. In the moment of ulmination this expression takes a
minimum value σrσp = ~/2.
As it is obvious from (4), the dependene of the wave pakage on time provides pakage
spreading with time.
The kineti energy of oherent eletron:
T =
p20
2m
+
3~
4σ2m
, (5)
where the first item desribes the energy of quasi-lassial motion of wave pakage enter,
the seond item is onditioned by momentum unertainty.
2.2. 1. 2. Wave funtion of oherent eletron pair
Wave funtion of oherent eletron pair is an anti-symmetrial (in the ase of parallel
mutual spin orientation) or symmetrial (in the ase of anti-parallel mutual spin orientation)
ombinations of wave funtions of every eletron (aording to Pauli priniple):
Ψ(~r1, ~r2) =
Ψ1(~r2)Ψ2(~r1)±Ψ1(~r1)Ψ2(~r2)√
1±N2 . (6)
4N is an overlapping integral, whih is defined is suh a way:
N =
∫
Ψ∗1(r)Ψ2(r)d
3r = 〈Ψ1(r) | Ψ2(r)〉 . (7)
Overlapping integral is not equal to zero beause wave funtions are not orthogonal.
In the enter-of-mass system average values of oordinate sum and momentum sum are
equal to zero.
The parameters ~r0 and ~p0 have to take values of relative oordinate and relative mo-
mentum orrespondingly. But these parameters should not be onsidered as average values
of oordinate and momentum, beause these values are equal to zero due to identity of
eletrons.
We onsider oherent eletron pair at t = t0. The wave funtion is:
Ψ(~r1, ~r2) =
1√
1±N2
1
(σ
√
2π)
3 ·
·
[
exp
(
− (~r1−~r0)2
4σ2
− (~r2+~r0)2
4σ2
+ i ~p0(~r1−~r2)
~
)
± exp
(
− (~r2−~r0)2
4σ2
− (~r1+~r0)2
4σ2
+ i ~p0(~r1−~r2)
~
)] (8)
Taking into onsideration the wave funtion, the average of 2 is [6℄:
〈H〉 = p20
m
+ 3σ
2
m
+
σ2| 2σ
~
r0+
i
σ
p0|2 exp(−| 2σ~ r0+ iσ p0|2
)
m
(
1+exp
(
−| 2σ
~
r0+
i
σ
p0|2))
+e2
1
|R|
erf
(
σ|R|
~
√
1+ω2t2
)
− i
|L|
erf
(
σ|L|
~
√
1+ω2t2
)
|J |2
1+|J |2
(9)
where |R| = 1
2
1
r(t)+ t
m
p(t)
, |L| = ~
σ2
~p(t)− 2ωt~r(t), |J |2 = exp((− ∣∣2σ
~
r(t) + i
2
p(t)
∣∣)
The average
value of Hamiltonian of oherent eletron pair depends on time. This dependene is deter-
mined by the fat that orrelation between relative oordinate and relative momentum is
absent in the initial moment of time only (moment of ulmination).
3. EQUATIONS OF MOTION
Using the method of integration by trajetories, Klauder has proved that one an obtain
lassial Hamiltonian equations of motion onsidering the average value of quantum system
Hamiltonian as the Hamiltonian of lassial system [3℄.
These equations go to lassi equations of free motion of enter of mass and equations of
relative motion
d~p
dt
= −∂ 〈H〉
∂~r
,
d~r
dt
=
∂ 〈H〉
∂~p
(10)
5Thus, in the Hamilton equations one should use relative oordinate and momentum. Equa-
tions of motion:
dp
dt
= −∂E
∂r
,
dr
dt
=
∂E
∂p
, (11)
where E = 〈H〉.
The average value of Hamiltonian of oherent eletron pair depends on time. This de-
pendene is determined by the fat that orrelation between relative oordinate and relative
momentum is absent in the initial moment of time only (moment of ulmination).
The average value of energy of the system depends on time. This dependene is deter-
mined by the speial quantum properties, first of all, by the effet of relative oordinate
and momentum unertainties. Even if the average values of oordinate and momentum are
equal to zero, the average value of Hamiltonian depends on time due to spreading of wave
pakage.
4. CENTRAL IMPACT OF COHERENT ELECTRONS
4.1. Quasi-lassial model of the entral impat
Due to the oordinate unertainty potential energy of the oulomb repulsing is limited
from above. That is why two types of lassial interpretation of eletron interation are
possible.
1. Sattering (same to the lassial one) of an eletron on another one. Eletrons approah
a ertain distane, but due to the Coulomb repulsion they satter in opposite diretions
(lassial-like).
2. If energy of eletrons is large enough, eletrons go through eah other, without notiing
one another (tunneling-like).
Taking into onsideration the priniple of identity we find these two ases to be physially
indistinguishable. We an not distinguish, whih eletron goes in ertain diretion. We
an not find, whether they ontinue motion in the same diretions, as before the impat
(it means eletrons fly over through eah other), or in the opposite diretions (it means,
Coulomb repulsion took plae).
6We an alulate time t eletrons need to return to an initial distane. The traveltime
differs aording to the type of impat.
In lassial approah to onsideration of forward sattering, the falling eletron stops,
and the eletron, whih is the target, after sattering goes with the same speed the falling
eletron has had before sattering. Taking into onsideration the priniple of identity, we an
not distinguish between the falling eletron and the target eletron. At the same time it is
supposed, that Coulomb interation between eletrons remains and the potential interation
energy tends to infinity.
Dependene of traveltime on initial momentum is shown in figure 1.
Studying the entral impat of oherent eletrons, we an outline two types of traveltime
behavior. For the first traveltime is definite at the any value of relative momentum. It
takes plae for the eletrons with parallel mutual spin orientation, and the speial ase, for
the eletrons with anti-parallel mutual spin orientation as well, exept the eletrons, whih
have the relative momentum in the ertain range. For the speial ase the traveltime is
indefinitely large. It means, eletrons do not return to the initial distane long enough.
4.2. Quadrupole moment of eletri eld
Instead of attempt to build an operator, for whih parametersr0, p0 (or their ombination)
are the eigenvalues, we study the quadruple moment dependene on these values. The
quadrupole moment of eletri field, produed by the pair of harge, is a well determined
physial quantity.
Quadrupole moment for the system of lassial harges is desribed by the following:
Dαβ =
∑
i
qi
(
3xαi x
β
i − r2i δαβ
)
(12)
For the ase of optional mutual orientation of vetors ~p0 and ~r (~r = (x, y, z), ~p0 =
(p0x, 0, p0z), ~r0 = (0, 0, r0)), we alulate the omponents of tensor of quadrupole moment:
D =


Dxx 0 Dxz
0 Dyy 0
Dzx 0 Dzz

 , (13)
hereDxz = Dzx.
7Nonzero omponents of the tensor are defined:
Dxx =
∫
ρ (x, y, z) (2x2 − y2 − z2)dxdydz,
Dyy =
∫
ρ (x, y, z) (2y2 − x2 − z2)dxdydz,
Dzz =
∫
ρ (x, y, z) (2z2 − x2 − y2)dxdydz,
Dxz = Dzx =
∫
ρ (x, y, z)xzdxdydz,
(14)
where ρ(x, y, z) is density of probability.
Components of tensor are:
Dxx =
2N2
(
4σ4
~2
(p20z−2p20x)
)
−2r20
1±N2 ,
Dyy =
2N2
(
4σ4
~2
(p20z+p20x)
)
−2r2
0
1±N2 ,
Dzz =
2N2
(
4σ4
~2
(p20x−2p20z)
)
+4r20
1±N2 ,
Dxz = Dzx =
−12N2 σ
2p0xp0z
~2
1±N2 .
(15)
Let us onsider the aseN → 0. It is possible if 4 (p20x + p20z) σ2/~2 ≫ 1 , and r20/σ2 ≫ 1,
it means r0 ≫ σ and (p20x + p20z)≫ (~/2σ)2.
Under those restritions one an determine r0:
r0 =
√
−Dxx
2
=
√
−Dyy
2
=
1
2
√
Dzz. (16)
Let us onsider the ase ofN → 1, to determine p0x and p0zvalues. It is possible in the
ase of
4(p2
0x+p
2
0z)σ
2
~2
<< 1 and − r20
σ2
<< 1, whih means (p20x + p
2
0z) <<
~
4σ
and r0 << σ. One
an get following expressions:
p0x =
~
2σ2
√
−Dzz + 2Dxx
3
, (17)
p0z =
1
~
√
1
3
Dxz√
−(Dzz + 2Dxx)
. (18)
The quadrupole moment: D = Dzz cos
2(ϑ) +
(
Dxx cos
2(ϕ) +Dyy sin
2(ϕ)
)
sin2(ϑ) +
2Dxz cos(ϑ) sin(ϑ) cos(ϕ) (26)
The dependene of quadrupole moment on time is shown in figure 2. It is monotone for
ommon ase and periodi for the speial one.
84.3. Reession and spreading of wave pakages
For the typial ase of oherent eletrons, the reession of enters of wave pakages is
quiker than spreading of pakages as it is shown in figure 3.
For the speial ase (figure 4), the reession of enters of wave pakages is more slow,
then their spreading. In fat, the reession of the enters of wave pakages vanishes with
time. Spreading of wave pakages takes plae. The dependene of quadrupole moment of
eletri field, produed by the eletron pair, on time is periodi in the speial ase.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Coordinate and momentum unertainty leads to a lot of espeially quantum peuliarities
of eletron pair Coulomb repulsing. Here we have shown existene of set of oherent states
for whih wave pakages reession vanish - eletrons remain lose regardless of Coulomb
repulsion.
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Figure 1. The traveltime dependene on relative momentum values.
Left  ase of parallel mutual spin orientation, right  anti-parallel one.
Curve 1 orresponds to eletrons travelflying over through eah other; time
is inversely proportional to the momentum; Curve 2 orresponds to lassial
Coulomb ollision. Curve 3 orresponds to two oherent eletrons interation.
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Figure 2. The dependene of quadrupole moment on time: left  typial ase, right  speial one.
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Figure 3. Change of wave funtion of oherent eletron pair is represented
for a ase of reession of enters of wave pakages quiker than their spreading.
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Figure 4. Change of wave funtion of oherent eletron pair is represented, rees-
sion of enters of wave pakages vanishes, instead spreading of wave pakages takes plae.
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